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Introduction

Introduction
he Bank of Korea was established
on June 12, 1950 under the Bank of Korea Act.
The Bank of Korea was originally established with a capital of 1.5 billion won,
all of which was subscribed by the Government, but the amendment of the Bank
of Korea Act in 1962 made the Bank a special juridical person having no capital.

The primary purpose of the Bank, as
prescribed by the Act, is the pursuit of price
stability. The Bank sets a price stability target
in consultation with the Government and it
draws up and publishes an operational plan
for monetary policy every year.
The Bank of Korea Act.

To this end, the Bank performs the typical functions of a central bank, issuing
banknotes and coins, formulating and implementing monetary and credit policy,
serving as the banker’s bank and the government’s bank. In addition, the Bank of
Korea undertakes the operation and management of payment/settlement systems,
and manages the nation’s foreign exchange reserves. It also exercises certain
bank supervisory functions as stipulated in the Bank of Korea Act.

The main building of the Bank of Korea
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Organization
Monetary Policy Committee

t the apex of the Bank of Korea’s
organization is the Monetary Policy Committee. The Committee’s prime
function is the formulation of monetary and credit policies. In addition, the
Committee deliberates and resolves on major matters concerning the operations
of the Bank of Korea.
The Monetary Policy Committee is composed of
seven members representing various groups in the
national economy : 1) the Governor, ex-officio; 2)
the Senior Deputy Governor, ex-officio; 3) one
member recommended by the Minister of Finance
and Economy; 4) one member recommended by
the Governor of the Bank of Korea; 5) one
member recommended by the Chairman of the Financial Supervisory
Commission; 6) one member recommended by the Chairman of the Korea
Chamber of Commerce and Industry; 7) one member recommended by the
Chairman of the Korea Federation of Banks.
The members are appointed by the President. The term of each member except
the Senior Deputy Governor is four years. All members serve on a full-time basis
and no member may be discharged from office against his will. The Governor
serves concurrently as the Chairman of the Committee.
The Committee convenes on the Thursdays of the second and fourth weeks of
each month. Meetings of the Committee may also be called by the Chairman
when he considers this necessary or when at least two members so request.
The meeting of the Monetary Policy Committee

Resolutions at a Monetary Policy Committee meeting are adopted by simple
majority when there are at least five members present. Any member may submit a
proposal with the concurrence of at least one other member. The Chairman,
however, can submit a proposal on his own motion.
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Auditor

Executive

he executive of the Bank of Korea
consists of executive officers and employees. The executive officers are the
Governor, the Senior Deputy Governor, and the five or fewer Deputy
Governors.
The Governor, appointed by the President on the deliberation of the State
Council, represents the Bank. The term of office of the Governor is four
years and he may be reappointed only once. The Governor, as the Chairman
of the Monetary Policy Committee, calls the meetings of the Committee and
may submit a proposal to it. He also conducts policies formulated by the
Committee as the chief executive officer of the Bank. He also keeps the
Committee informed about current matters requiring its attention and
provides it with materials and advice necessary for the resolution of its
policies. In addition, the Governor may attend and state his opinion on
matters related to money and credit at the State Council.
The Senior Deputy Governor assists the Governor and serves as an ex-officio
member of the Monetary Policy Committee. The Senior Deputy Governor is
appointed by the president upon the recommendation of the Governor.
The Deputy Governors are appointed by the Governor and undertake their
respective duties in the manner stipulated in the Articles of Incorporation of
the Bank of Korea.

he Auditor, appointed by the President on
the recommendation of the Minister of Finance and Economy, inspects the
operations of the Bank and reports the results to the Monetary Policy
Committee.
The Auditor prepares and submits a
comprehensive audit report to the Government
and Monetary Policy Committee each year.
The term of the Auditor is three years
and he may be reappointed only once.
The Audit Department at work

� Organization of the Bank of Korea
(As of the end of November 2006)

Monetary Policy Committee

Governor
Senior Deputy
Governor(1)

The term of office of the Senior Deputy Governor and each of the Deputy
Governors is three years and they may be reappointed only once.
As for its executive body in detail, the Bank has 15 departments in its head
office in Seoul and 16 branches in major cities. In addition, it has 6 overseas
representative offices in principal international financial centers. The total
number of employees was 2,226 as of the end of June 2006.

Auditor

Deputy
Governors(5)

Departments
in Head Office(15)*

Domestic
Branches(16)

Audit
Department(1)

* Including one Institute and one Center; its International Department includes the six overseas representative offices.
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Functions

Issuing Banknotes and Coins

Formulating and Implementing Monetary and Credit Policy

he Bank of Korea has the exclusive right to
issue banknotes and coins in the Republic of Korea. Their dimension, design and
denomination are determined by the Monetary Policy Committee with Government
approval. The banknotes and coins thus issued have the status of legal tender within
the country for all transactions, both public and private, without limitation.

n its quest to maintain price stability, the
Bank of Korea introduced inflation targeting as its monetary policy regime in
1998, and within the framework, it decides and announces its call rate target
every month and whereby it seeks to control the level of liquidity within the
financial market and the economy.

The Bank is not required to maintain any prescribed minimum
ratio of gold or foreign exchange against its banknotes and coins
issued, nor is any maximum limit imposed on the issue.
The issue of banknotes and coins relies ultimately on decisions
made by the Bank of Korea in line with its monetary policy.

The Bank’s monetary policy is exercised principally through three orthodox
instruments that affect the availability and cost of banking institutions’ reserves,
and thereby influence overall monetary and credit conditions. These instruments
are loan policy, open market operations and reserve requirements policy.

Currently, the Bank of Korea issues banknotes in three denominations:
＼1,000, ＼5,000, ＼10,000, and coins in six : ＼1, ＼5,
＼10, ＼50, ＼100, ＼500. This year, it issued new ＼5,000 banknotes.
It will also issue new series of ＼1,000 and
＼10,000 banknotes from January 2007.
These banknotes incorporate sophisticated
anti-counterfeiting features to deter counterfeiting.

� Banknotes and Coins Issued by Denomination
(Year-end Balance)

Banknotes
Coins
Total

10,000 won
5,000 won
1,000 won
and below

In addition to these instruments, the Bank has the authority to set maximum
interest rates on the deposits and loans of banking institutions and to control the
volume of bank credit directly in periods of pronounced monetary expansion.
�
�
�
�

Loan Policy
Open Market Operations
Reserve Requirements Policy
Other Instruments

� Growth of Principal Monetary Indicators1) and Call Rate Target

Unit : billion won

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2,306.1
660.5
431.1

7,006.4
303.8
483.2

15,324.5 18,846.3 22,655.7
470.0
611.9
825.0
858.2 1,071.7
728.5

171.7
3,569.3

434.6
8,228.0

800.8 1,108.5 1,583.3
17,323.8 21,424.9 26,135.8

Note:
1) Compared with the same period of the previous year(on the basis of daily average figures)
2) M2=M1*+ periodical Time deposits & installment savings + Marketable instruments + Yield-based dividend instruments +
Financial debentures + Others(Financial instruments with a maturity of more than two years are excluded.)
* M1=Currency in circulation + demand deposits & savings deposits with transferability
3) Lf(previously M3)=Currency in circulation + Bank & Non-Bank Financial Corporations, deposits + Debentures issued +
Commercial bills sold + CD + RP + Cover Bills
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Loan Policy
As of the end of 2005, the Bank’s total loans1) registered 9,371.7 billion won,
all of which comprised Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans.

he Bank of Korea employs loan policy to
control the availability of banking institutions’ funds in order to affect liquidity
conditions in the markets. The Bank’s loan facilities consist of Aggregate
Credit Ceiling Loans, Liquidity Adjustment Loans, Temporary Loans, Intraday
Overdrafts and Special Loans.
The Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans System was introduced in 1994,
replacing the former policy financing arrangements. Until February 1994, the
Bank of Korea extended loans to banks almost automatically within an amount
corresponding to a definite ratio to loans that they provided to small and
medium enterprises and the export sector. As a result, the Bank’s control of
liquidity was somewhat ineffective.
Under the new system, therefore, the Monetary Policy Committee sets an
Aggregate Credit Ceiling on the Bank’s extension of loans to the whole
banking sector. Individual credit ceilings are then allocated to each bank
according to such criteria as performance in the discount of commercial bills,
loans for foreign trade, production of manufacturing materials & parts, etc. The
level of the Aggregate Credit Ceiling is reviewed by the Committee every three
months.
Liquidity Adjustment Loans are used to provide prompt access to funds for
applicant banks facing a temporary shortage of liquidity. Through judicious
use of this facility, the Bank can reduce financial instability. It can extend
Temporary Loans to banks to meet shortages of funds for payments and
settlements or reserve requirements, and also extend Intraday Overdrafts for
such contingencies within a single day. And, as the lender of last resort, the
Bank can extend Special Loans in order to ensure financial market stability.

� Loans of the Bank of Korea1)

Unit: billion won

Outstanding
2004
2005
Aggregate credit ceiling loans
Other loans
Total

Change during
2004
2005

9,009.4

9,371.7

-445.4

+362.3

-

-

-

-

9,009.4

9,371.7

-445.4

+362.3

Note : 1) Excludes loans to government and loans for the procurement of fertilizer.

Open Market Operations
he Bank of Korea carries out open market
operations as and when necessary to affect the level of reserves in the banking
system and to attain the call rate target determined by the Monetary Policy
Committee. These operations are conducted in two ways: securities transactions
and the issuance of Monetary Stabilization Bonds(MSBs).
Securities transactions involve purchases and sales in the financial market of
government securities, securities guaranteed by the government, Monetary
Stabilization Bonds(MSBs) issued and outstanding and other securities
specified as eligible by the Monetary Policy Committee. These securities are
suitable for day-to-day transactions because they allow flexibility as to their
timing and magnitude.
Before the mid-eighties, securities transactions were not employed as an
important policy instrument, largely due to a shortage of underlying marketable
securities.
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Reserve Requirements Policy

� Monetary Stabilization Bonds
Unit : billion won

Issue

( During the period )

1990

1995

20,262

Outstanding Balance
( End of period )

15,241
39,458
25,825

98,774

2000
66,378

164,948

2005

155,235

MSBs are special negotiable obligations of the
Bank of Korea issued under terms and conditions
determined by the Monetary Policy Committee, and
they may be repurchased before maturity. The shift
of the current account from a chronic deficit to
surplus in the latter half of the 1980s caused the
Bank to issue MSBs on a large scale to absorb the
vast expansion of money supplied through the
foreign sector. Currently, they may be issued within
an amount equivalent to 50 percent of the money
stock in terms of M2. However, the use of this
instrument has revealed its limitations as increasing
interest payments on MSBs serve to increase the
money supply further.

The Bank has sought to create an environment more conducive to open
market operations. For example in March 1993, it adopted a new scheme for
RP transactions whereby the amount and interest rates are determined by a
process of competitive bidding. And in August 1997, it changed the paperbased bidding system to an electronic bidding system for open market
operations.
The total volume of the Bank’s RP operations amounted to 361 trillion won
during 2005. And the outstanding balance of MSBs was 155 trillion won as of
the end of 2005.

he Bank of Korea may impose reserve
requirements on the deposit liabilities of banking institutions. The ratios of
reserve requirements to deposit liabilities may not exceed 50 percent but, in a
period of pronounced monetary expansion, it may require banks to maintain
minimum reserves of more than 50 percent and up to 100 percent against any
increase in their deposits.
Required reserves should be held in the form of deposits with the Bank of
Korea, but part of the reserves may also be held as vault cash in the form of
banknotes to a level determined by the Monetary Policy Committee(currently
35%). Reserves against deposit liabilities held by banks in the Bank of Korea
may be used for the settlement of interbank balances.
Should the reserves of banking institutions fall short of the legal reserve
requirement, which is computed semi-monthly, the institutions concerned must
pay the Bank a penalty of one percent of the amount of the average deficiency
during that period. In addition to these reserve requirements, the Monetary
Policy Committee may, when it deems it necessary, require banks to hold
special reserve assets.

� Reserve Requirement Ratios
(As of the end of 2006)

Types of Deposits
� Transactions under Repurchase Agreements involving

Domestic Currency Deposits

Government and Public Bonds

Unit: billion won

� Demand Deposits
� Time & Savings Deposits, CDs
� Special Purpose Deposits1)

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Purchases

139,305
(66)

233,910
(74)

95,811
(27)

122,217
(42)

83,007
(25)

Foreign Currency Deposits

Sales

135,327
(48)

116,229
(41)

295,843
(88)

130,943
(52)

278,427
(84)

� Resident Deposits
� Non-Resident Deposits

Total

274,632
(114)

350,139
(115)

391,654
(115)

253,160
(94)

361,434
(109)

Note: Figures in parentheses represent the number of RP transactions.

Ratio2)
7 % (5 %)
2%
0 % (1 %)
2~7% (2~5 %)
1%

1) Long-term savings deposits such as Worker’s savings for housing loans, Long-term savings deposits for
housing, Worker’s property formation savings, etc.
2) Figures in parentheses represent ratios prior to November 2006
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There was a large reduction in reserve requirement ratios during
1996~1997. In November and December 2006, however, to flatten out the
rapid increase in credit to the private sector, the Monetary Policy Committee
of the Bank of Korea decided to raise the reserve requirement ratios on
bank’s demand deposits and short-term foreign currency deposits from 5%
to 7% while reducing from 1 percent to zero the ratios on special purpose
deposits such as Worker’s savings for housing loans, Long-term savings
deposits for housing, etc. This increase in reserve requirements entered into
effect as of December 23, 2006. As of the end of 2006, the general reserve
requirement ratio stood at 7 percent, while a lower ratio of 0~2 percent
applied to a few long-term time and savings deposits.

But no actual restrictions are now imposed on the interest rates of any type of
deposit or loan, with controls having been gradually removed under the fourstage “Medium and Long-term Plan for Interest Rate Deregulation”.
The first stage of this plan was carried out in November 1991 with the
deregulation of short-term lending rates, such as those on bank overdrafts and
the discount of commercial bills, and of long-term time deposit rates with
maturities of at least three years. The second stage was executed in November
1993 with the full deregulation of all lending rates other than those on policy
loans, and of rates on time deposits with maturities of at least two years.

� Trend of Reserve Requirement Ratios

The third stage was phased in step-by-step from 1994 to 1995, deregulating
all rates on deposits except for demand deposits and savings deposits with
maturities of less than three months. Lending rates on policy loans were also
freed, apart from a few special loans partially supported by fiscal funds. In July
1997, the rates on all savings deposits were liberalized. In February 2004,
remaining restrictions on demand deposits were removed, completing the fourstage “Medium and Long-term Plan for Interest Rate Deregulation”.
Accordingly, all interest rates have been liberalized at present except for those
on checking accounts.

Other Instruments

n addition to the orthodox tools of
monetary policy mentioned, the Bank of Korea is equipped with certain direct
monetary control instruments. In particular, it is empowered to set ceilings on
the deposit and lending rates of banks to limit the volume of bank credit.

Direct control of bank credit was widely used in the early stages of industrial
development. During the period from 1977 to 1981, for example, a ceiling was
set on the domestic credit creation of each bank to curb excessive monetary
expansion. However, since an indirect system of monetary control was adopted
in 1982, there has been great progress in financial liberalization, which has
meant that there has been less resort to the use of direct controls and a
correspondingly greater emphasis on market-oriented indirect instruments.
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Acting as the Banker’s Bank

he Bank of Korea makes loans to and
receives deposits from banks, thus serving as the banker to the banking sector.
It maintains checking accounts for banking institutions. Reserve deposits kept
in these checking accounts are used to clear checks and settle interbank
balances, including those arising from the use of BOK-Wire, the Bank’s realtime gross-settlement system.
The Bank conducts credit operations with banks by rediscounting
commercial bills or by extending loans against eligible collateral with
maturities of up to one year.
As the lender of last resort, the Bank may extend exceptional loans to
banking institutions in periods of serious emergency when monetary and
banking stability is directly threatened.

Loans & Settlement Service Team at work

Public lobby of the Bank of Korea
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Serving as the Government’s Bank

Extension of Credit to Government

s the fiscal agent of the
Government of the Republic of Korea, the Bank of Korea carries out various
kinds of business for the Government in accordance with the Bank of Korea
Act and other relevant laws.
�
�
�

Fiscal Agent for Government
Extension of Credit to Government
Executor of Securities Business for Government

� Issuance and Redemption of Government Bills and Bonds1)
Unit : billion won

2004
Outstanding(A)
Treasury Bonds
Foreign Exchange
Stabilization Fund Bonds
Total

2005
Issued

Change

Redemption Outstanding(B)

(B-A)

123,061.3

62,550.0

15,136.1

170,475.2

47,413.9

22,199.9

-

6,899.9

15,300.0

-6,899.9

145,261.2

62,550.0

22,036.0

185,775.2

40,514.0

he Bank may extend loans to Government
as an overdraft on its checking account or in other forms, and it may directly
subscribe to government bond issues. The maximum total amounts of such
loans and direct subscriptions to bonds are authorized annually by the National
Assembly. The terms and conditions of these loans, though, are determined by
the Monetary Policy Committee.
The Bank may also grant loans to government agencies that carry out
projects or functions of a public character in the fields of production, purchase,
sale or distribution on behalf of the Government. At present, such loans are
extended to the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation as the
government agency for the handling of fertilizer.

Notes : 1) Issuance and redemption of government bills and bonds by the Bank of
Korea acting for the government.

Fiscal Agent for Government
he Bank handles the receipt of national
revenues and the disbursement of national expenditures as the depositary of the
Government. The Government maintains a checking account with the Bank on
which taxes and all other government revenues are concentrated.
For the convenience of tax-payers, the Bank has designated almost all branches
of banks nationwide as its Treasury collecting agencies to handle Treasury services.

Executor of Securities Business for Government
he Bank of Korea undertakes business
relating to the issue, sale or redemption of securities representing government
obligations. In addition, the Bank accepts custody of securities belonging to
Government.
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Developing and Managing Payment Systems

Managing Official Foreign Exchange Reserves

he Bank of Korea has responsibility for the
operation, management and oversight of the nation’s payment systems.
The Bank provides settlement facilities to financial intermediaries across their
checking accounts with the Bank for final settlement purposes.
Net settlement arising from bill clearing, giro, the interbank funds transfer
system, and the interbank CD/ATM network is made through these checking
accounts with the Bank.
To ensure safe and efficient settlement for large-value interbank fund
transfers, the Bank operates a real-time gross-settlement system, termed BOKWire, which was launched in mid-December 1994.
The Bank of Korea has constantly
promoted electronic banking in order
to enhance the efficiency of the banking
industry, guiding and encouraging
financial institutions to accelerate the
provision of electronic banking services.

he Bank holds and manages Korea’s
official foreign exchange reserves. Its principal objectives in their management
are to safeguard the value of the reserves and to meet the nation’s demand for
foreign exchange. The size of the reserves is tending to increase with the
continuance of a current account surplus.
The Bank conducts certain foreign currency operations in the foreign
exchange market. Their main aim is generally to counter disorderly market
conditions. The exchange rate of the Korean won against the U.S. dollar is
determined by market forces, namely foreign exchange demand
and supply in the domestic market. Exceptionally however, if there is
a large discrepancy between demand and supply that disrupts
the regular operation of the foreign exchange market, the Bank
participates in it as a buyer or seller.
In addition, the Bank acts as agent for the Government in managing the
Foreign Exchange Equalization Fund, which was founded in 1967 with the
object of stabilizing the foreign exchange market.
The Bank represents the Government in all dealings and transactions with
international financial institutions of which the Republic of Korea is a member.

� Use of BOK - Wire
( During 2005 )
Value(billion won)
Domestic Currency Funds Transfers

Volume(transactions)

28,168,133

1,764,186

( Gross Settlement )

25,747,122

1,618,833

( Net Settlement )

2,421,012

145,353

Government & Public Bonds

1,156,719

6,049

BOK Loans & Discounts

218,247

6,795

Treasury Funds Transfers

623,135

209,406

30,166,235
42,242

1,986,436
2,301

Total
Foreign Currency Funds Transfers

(million U.S.＄)

Foreign Exchange Dealing Room
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Exercising Certain Bank Supervisory Functions

he Bank of Korea exercises certain
bank supervisory functions as stipulated in the Bank of Korea Act.
The Bank may request information from banks, and from non-bank
financial institutions that enter into agreements to hold checking account
with it, when it the Bank deems this desirable for the implementation
of monetary policy.
The Bank may require the Financial Supervisory Service to examine banking
institutions within a determined specific range. It may also require it to have staff
of the Bank of Korea participate on a joint basis in the examination of banking
institutions.
The Bank may require the Financial Supervisory Service to submit to it the
findings of examinations and on the basis of these findings to order corrective
action against the banking institutions concerned.
In addition, the Bank may, at its own initiative, inspect the operations and the
status of the assets of banks to which it extends emergency loans.

Compiling Statistics and Conducting Economic Research

he Bank of Korea collects and compiles
statistics, and conducts economic research.
The Bank compiles statistics which are essential to developing appropriate
economic policies across all sectors including government. These include
money and banking statistics, national income statistics, the producer price
index, balance of payments statistics, flow of funds statistics, input-output
tables, etc.
The Bank carries out research on national
and world-wide economic developments in order
to formulate effective monetary policy and help
advise the government on various
economic policy options.
It also publishes various periodicals, such as the Annual Report and the
Monthly and Quarterly Bulletins, to provide accurate and up-to-date
information to the public on the economy.

�

Statistical Series Compiled by the Bank of Korea
�Money and Banking Statistics

�Flow of Funds Accounts

�Balance of Payments

�National Accounts

�Input-Output Tables

�Regional Financial Statistics

�Producer Price Index

�Financial Statements Analysis

�Export and Import Price Indexes

�Environmental Protection

�Business Survey Index
�Consumer Survey Index

Expenditure and Revenues
�International Investment Position
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Carrying out Economic Education

he Bank of Korea is making various
efforts to boost public awareness about the economics and Korean economy. Amid
the heightened social awareness that rational economic attitudes among the general
public are crucial for Korea’s development into an advanced country, and that early
economic education for adolescents is needed, the Bank founded an Economic
Education Center in March 2005, for the active carrying out of economic education
activities.
The center conducts economic education activities for youth, led by
‘Economic Lecture for Youth’ programs. The center also holds economic
lectures on request for universities, the military and police services, and nongovernment organizations. In addition, the center runs a weekly ‘BOK Friday
Lecture’ program for the general public and holds an annual ‘Monetary Policy
Challenge’ for college students from across the nation.
At the same time, the BOK makes every effort to publish various educational
materials. The BOK started to put out leaflets and cartoons covering basic
economic concepts from 1988. In March, 2005, the center published four versions
(for primary, middle, and high school students, and for the general public) of
‘BOK’s Easy Economic Story’, a standard set of economic education materials
Moreover, the BOK runs ‘Bank of Korea Museum’ to provide visitors a handson economic education experience. In addition, with the advent of the information
age, the Bank has also operated a special website providing online economic
education for children and young people (www.bokeducation.or.kr) since
September 4, 2006. The website contains articles on the economy and finance, elearning programs, flash animations, games and quizzes, audiovidual materials, etc.
And it was awarded a grand prize as a website that can be recommended to young
people by the Minister of Information and Communication on December 22, 2006.
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Members of the Monetary Policy Committee, Executive Officers and the Auditor
(As of the end of November 2006)

Organization of the Bank of Korea
( As of the end of November 2006 )
Monetary Policy Committee

�

Members of the Monetary Policy Committee
Position

Name

Chairman

Term

Lee, Seongtae

Apr. 1, 2006 - Mar. 31, 2010

Kang, Moon-Soo

Apr. 21, 2004 - Apr. 20, 2008

Lee, Duk-Hoon

Apr. 21, 2004 - Apr. 20, 2008

Lee, Sung-Nam

Apr. 21, 2004 - Apr. 20, 2008

Lee, Sung-il

Apr. 7, 2006 - Apr. 6, 2009

Shim, Hoon

Apr. 8, 2006 - Apr. 7, 2010

Park, Bong-Heum

Apr. 25, 2006 - Apr. 24, 2010

Members

Governor

Budget & Management Department
Information Technology Department
General Affairs Department
Security Department

Senior Deputy
Governor (1)

Research Department
Economic Statistics Department
Institute for Monetary & Economic
Research

Deputy Governors (5)
�

Executive Officers
Position

Financial Markets Department
Name

Term

Financial Systems Stability
Department

Governor

Lee, Seongtae

Apr. 1, 2006 - Mar. 31, 2010

Senior Deputy Governor

Lee, Sung-il

Apr. 7, 2006 - Apr. 6, 2009

Park, Jae-Hwan

Mar. 8, 2004 - Mar. 7, 2007

Payment Systems & Treasury
Service Department

Kim, Soo-Myung

Apr. 12, 2004 - Apr. 11, 2007

Currency Issue Department

Rhee, Yeung-Kyun

Apr. 12, 2004 - Apr. 11, 2007

Yun, Han-Keun

Apr. 26, 2006 - Apr. 25, 2009

Kim, Byung-Hwa

Apr. 26, 2006 - Apr. 25, 2009

Deputy Governors

�

Monetary Policy Department

International Department
Reserve Management Department
Economic Education Center

Auditor
Name

Term

Nahm, Sang-Duck

Jun. 13, 2006 - Jun. 12, 2009

Domestic Branches(16)

Auditor

Audit Department
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Bank of Korea Contact Details

Head Office
The Bank of
Korea

110 3-Ga Namdaemun-Ro Jung-Gu Seoul, 100-794, Korea
Tel : +82-2-759-4114
Fax : +82-2-759-4060
E-mail : bokdplp@bok.or.kr
Internet Homepage : http://www.bok.or.kr

Overseas Representative Offices
New York
Representative Office,
the Bank of Korea
Representative in
Washington D.C., the
Bank of Korea
Frankfurt
Representative Office,
the Bank of Korea
Tokyo
Representative Office,
the Bank of Korea
London
Representative Office,
the Bank of Korea
Hong Kong
Representative Office,
the Bank of Korea
Beijing
Representative Office,
the Bank of Korea

780 Third Avenue (23rd floor) New York, N.Y. 10017, U.S.A.
Tel. +1-212-759-5121~3
Fax. +1-212-758-6563
E-mail : repo@bokny.org
1667 K Street, N.W., Suite 450, Washington D.C. 20006, U.S.A.
Tel. +1-202-463-7152
Fax. +1-202-463-7155
E-mail : repo@bokdc.org
Messeturm 29. OG. Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 49,
60308 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Tel. +49-69-7434-870
Fax. +49-69-7434-8729
E-mail : bokff@t-online.de
Rm. 837, Shin-Kokusai Bldg. 3-4-1, Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, 100-0005, Japan
Tel. +81-3-3213-6961
Fax. +81-3-3213-6959
E-mail : post@bok.or.jp

Hard copies of Financial System in Korea and The Korean
Economy will no longer be published from this year, and
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